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Abstract 
This paper explores the role of independence of causal influence (ICI) in Bayesian 
network inference. ICI allows one to factorize aconditional probability table into smal- 
ler pieces. We describe a method for exploiting the factorization i clique tree propaga- 
tion (CTP) - the state-of-the-art exact inference algorithm for Bayesian networks 
(BNS). We also present empirical results showing that the resulting algorithm is signif- 
icantly more efficient han the combination of CTP and previous techniques for exploit- 
ing ICI. © 1998 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Bayesian etworks; Independence of causal influence (causal independence); 
Inference; Clique tree propagation 
1. Introduction 
Bayesian etworks [16,8] are a knowledge representation framework widely 
used by AI researchers for reasoning under uncertainty. They are directed acyc- 
lic graphs where each node represents a random variable and is associated with 
a conditional probability table of the node given its parents. This paper is 
about inference in Bayesian networks. There exists a rich collection of 
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algorithms. The state-of-the-art is an exact algorithm called clique tree propa- 
gation 1 (CTP) [12,10,20]. 
Unfortunately, there are applications that CTP cannot deal with or where it 
is too slow (e.g. [18]). Much recent effort has been spent on speeding up infer- 
ence. The efforts can be classified into those that approximate (e.g. 
[15,2,9,6,7,17,22,11,19]) andthose that exploit structures in the probability ta- 
bles (e.g. [3,1]). 
We are interested in exploiting structures in the probability tables induced 
by independence of causal influence (ICI). The concept of ICI was first intro- 
duced by Heckerman [3] under the name causal independence. It refers to the 
situation where multiple causes independently influence a common effect. We 
use the term "independence of causal influence" instead of "causal indepen- 
dence" because many researchers have come to agree that it captures the es- 
sence of the situation better than the latter. 
Knowledge ngineers had been using specific models of ICI in simplifying 
knowledge acquisition even before the inception of the concept [5,13]. Olesen 
et al. [14] and Heckerman and Breese [3] have also shown how ICI can be used to 
simplify the structures of networks o that inference can be more efficient. 
Zhang and Poole [23] made the observation that ICI enables one to factorize 
a conditional probability table into smaller pieces and showed how the VE al- 
gorithm - another exact inference algorithm - can be extended to take advan- 
tage of the factorization. This paper extends CTP to exploit conditional 
probability table factorization. We also present empirical results showing that 
the extended CTP is more efficient han the combination of CTP and the net- 
work simplification techniques. In comparison with [23], this paper presents a
deeper understanding of ICI. The theory is substantially simplified. 
2. Bayesian networks 
A Bayesian network  (BN) is an annotated directed acyclic graph, where each 
node represents a random variable and is attached with a conditional probabil- 
ity of the node given its parents. In addition to the explicitly represented con- 
ditional probabilities, a BN also implicitly represents conditional independence 
assertions. Let x l ,x2 , . . .  ,xn be an enumeration of all the nodes in a BN such 
that each node appears before its children, and let nx, be the set of parents 
of a node xi. The following assertions are implicitly represented. 
For i = 1,2, . . . ,  n,xi is conditionally independent of variables in 
(Xl,X2,... ,xi_ 1 }\Tgxi given variables in n~ i 
Also known as junction tree propagation. 
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The conditional independence assertions and the conditional probabilities 
together entail a joint probability over all the variables. As a matter of fact, 
by the chain rule, we have 
P(xl ,x2,  . . . ,x,,) = ~I  P(xi [Xl,X2,... ,xi-1) 
i=1 
n 
= He(x ,  I (1) 
i=1 
where the second equation is true because of the conditional independence as- 
sertions and the conditional probabilities P(x, I =x,) are given in the specifica- 
tion of the BN. Consequently, one can, in theory, do arbitrary probabilistic 
reasoning in a BN. 
3. Independence of causal influence 
(BNs) place no restriction on how a node depends on its parents. Unfortu- 
nately this means that in the most general case we need to specify an exponen- 
tial (in the number of parents) number of conditional probabilities for each 
node. There are many cases where there is structure in the probability tables. 
One such case that we investigate in this paper is known as ICI. 
The concept of ICI was first introduced by Heckerman [3]. The following 
definition first appeared in [23]. 
In one interpretation, arcs in a BN represent causal relationships; the par- 
ents c~, c2,. • •, Cm of a node e are viewed as causes that jointly bear on the effect 
e. ICI refers to the situation where the causes cl, c2, . . . ,  and Cm contribute in- 
dependently to the effect e. In other words, the ways by which the c/s influence 
e are independent. 
More precisely, Cl, c2, . . . ,  and Cm are said to influence e independently if 
there exist random variables 41, ~2,...,  and ~m that have the same frame - 
set of possible values as e such that: 
1. For each i, ~i probabilistically depends on c, and is conditionally indepen- 
dent of all other c/s and all other ~j's given c,. 
2. There exists a commutative and associative binary operator • over the frame 
of e such that e = 41 * 42 * ""  * ~m' 
We shall refer to ~, as the contribution of ci to e. In less technical terms, caus- 
es influence their common effect independently if individual contributions from 
different causes are independent and the total influence is a combination of the 
individual contributions. 
We call the variable e a convergent variable for it is where independent con- 
tributions from different sources are collected and combined (and for the lack 
of a better name). Non-convergent variables will simply be called regular 
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variables. We also call • the base combination operator of e. Different conver- 
gent variables can have difference base combination operators. 
The reader is referred to [23] for more detailed explanations and examples of 
ICI. 
The conditional probability table P(e I c~,..., Cm) of a convergent variable  
can be factorized into smaller pieces. To be more specific, let fi(e, ci) be the 
function defined by 
fi(e = ~, ci) = P(¢i = ~XICi), 
for each possible value a of e. It will be referred to as the contributing factor of 
ci to e. Zhang and Poole [23] have shown that 
m 
P(e [ c~,.. .  ,cm) = (~) jS(e, ci), 
i= l  
where ® is an operator for combining factors to be defined in the follow- 
ing. 
Assume there is a fixed list of variables, some of which are designated to be 
convergent and others are designated to be regular. We shall only consider 
functions of variables on the list. 
Let f (e l , . . . ,  ek,A, B) and g(e l , . . . ,  ek,A, C) be two functions that share con- 
vergent variables e l , . . . ,  e~ and a list A of regular variables. B is the list of vari- 
ables that appear only in f, and C is the list of variables that appear only in g. 
Both B and C can contain convergent variables as well as regular variables. 
Suppose *i is the base combination operator of ei, then the combination 
f @ g o f f  and g is a function of variables e l , . . . ,  ek and of the variables in A, 
B, and C. It is defined by 
f ® g(el ---- o~1, . . . ,  ek = ~k,A,B, C) 
= Z "'" Z f (e l=~l l , . . . ,ek=ak l ,A ,B)  
~11 *1 ~12=~Xl O~kl *kO~k2=O~k 
X g(el = Cq2,..., ek = ~k2,A, C) (2) 
for each possible value ct~ of e~. We shall sometimes write f®g as 
f (e l , . . . ,  ek, A, B) ® g(el, • • .) to make explicit the arguments o f f  and g. 
The operator ® is associative and commutative. Whenfand  g do not share 
convergent variables, f ® g is simply the multiplication fg. 
4. Factorization of joint probabilities 
A BN represents a factorization of a joint probability. For example, the 
Bayesian network in Fig. 1 factorizes the joint probability P(a, b, c, el, e2, e3) 
into the following list of factors: 
P(a),P(b),P(c),P(ella, b, c),P(ez[a, b, c),P(e3lel, e2). 
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Fig. 1. A Bayesian etwork. 
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The joint probability can be obtained by multiplying the factors. We say 
that this factorization is multiplication-homogeneous because all the factors 
are combined in the same way by multiplication. 
Now suppose the ei's are convergent variables. Then their conditional prob- 
abilities can be further factorized as follows: 
P(el [ a,b,c) -= fl l(el,a) ®f~2(el,b) ®fl3(el,c), 
P(e2 I a, b, c) = f21 (e2, a) ® f22 (e2, b) ® f23 (e2, c), 
P( e3 [ e l, e2) = f3~ (e3, e~ ) ® f32 (e3, e2), 
where the factor fl~ (el, a), for instance, is the contributing factor of a to el. 
We say that the following list of factors 
Al(e~,a), f~2(e~,b), A3(el,c), 
f21(e2,a), f22(e2, b), f23(e2,c), 
f31 (e3, el), f32(e3, e2), 
P(a), P(b), P(c) 
constitute a heterogeneous factorization of P(a, b, c, el, e2, e3) because the joint 
probability can be obtained by combining those factors in a proper order using 
either multiplication or the operator ®. The word heterogeneous is to signify 
the fact that different ways. We shall refer to the factofization as the heteroge- 
neous factorization represented by the BN in Fig. 1. 
The heterogeneous factorization is of a finer grain than the homogeneous 
factorization. The purpose of this paper is to exploit such finer-grain factoriza- 
tions to speed up inference. 
5. Deputation 
In a heterogeneous factorization, the order by which factors can be com- 
bined is rather restrictive. The contributing factors of a convergent variable 
must be combined with themselves before they can be multiplied with other 
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factors. This is the main issue that we need to deal with in order to take advan- 
tage of conditional probability table factorizations induced by ICI. 
To alleviate the problem, we introduce the concept of deputation. It was 
originally defined in terms of BNs [23]. In this paper, we define it in terms of 
heterogeneous factorizations themselves. 
In the heterogeneous factorization represented by a BN, to depute a conver- 
gent variable e is to make a copy e' of e and replace  with e' in all the contrib- 
uting factors of e. The variable ' is called the deputy of e and it is designated to 
be convergent. After deputation, the original convergent variable  is no longer 
convergent and is called a new regular variable. In contrast, variables that are 
regular before deputation are called oM regular variables. 
After deputing all convergent variables, the heterogeneous factorization rep- 
resented by the BN in Fig. 1 becomes the following list of factors: 
fll(e'l,a ), fl2(e'l,b), fB(e'l,C ), 
f21 (el, a), f22 (e;, b), f23 (el, c), 
f3, (e'3, el ), f32(e' 3,e2), 
P(a), P(b), P(c). 
The rest of this section is to show that deputation renders it possible to com- 
bine the factors in arbitrary order. 
5.1. Eliminating deputy variables in factors 
Eliminating a deputy variable ' in a factorfmeans to replace it with the cor- 
responding new regular variable e. The resulting factor will be denoted by 
fle'=e" TO be more specific, for any factor f (e ,  e', A) of e, e' and a list A of other 
variables, 
fle,=e(e = ~,A) = f (e  = ~, e' = ~,A) 
for each possible value e of e. For any factor f (e ' ,A)  of e' and a list A of other 
variables not containing e
fle,_e(e = e,A) =f (e '  = ~,A) 
for each possible value ~ of e. For any factor fnot  involving e', fle=e = f" 
Supposefinvolves two deputy variables e' 1 and dE and we want to eliminate 
both of them, it is evident hat the order by which the deputy variables are 
eliminated oes not affect the resulting factor. We shall denote the resulting 
factor by f  , , . 
e =e l  ,e2=e2 
5.2. ®-Homogeneous factorizations 
For later convenience, we introduce the concept of Q-homogeneous factor- 
ization in terms of joint potentials. Let Xl,X2,... ,x, be a list of variables. A 
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joint potential P(Xl,X2,... ,xn) is simply a non-negative function of the vari- 
ables. Joint probabilities are special joint potentials that sum to one. 
Consider a joint potential P(el, • • •, ek, Xk+l,..., X,) of new regular variables 
e~ and old regular variables xi. A list of factors f~, . . .  ,fro of the e/s, their dep- 
uties e' i, and the x/s is a ®-homogeneousfactorization (reads circle cross homo- 
geneous factorization) of P(el, . . . ,  ek, xk+l,...,x,) if 
P(e l ' ' ' "ek 'xk+l" ' "Xn) :  (m.~=lfi) , , :  " 
e 1 el, , . .~e k ek 
Theorem 1. Let ~ be the heterogeneous factorization represented by a BN and let 
~ '  be the list of factors obtained from ~ by depending all convergent variables. 
Then ~,~' is a ®-homogeneous factorization of the joint probability entailed by the 
BN. 
All proofs are omitted due to space limit. Since the operator ® is commuta- 
tive and associative, the theorem states that factors can be combined in arbi- 
trary order after deputation. 
6. Summing out variables 
Summing out a variable from a factorization is a fundamental operation in 
many inference algorithms. This section shows how to sum out a variable from 
a Q-homogeneous factorization of a joint potential. 
Let f f  be a Q-homogeneous factorization of a joint potential 
P(xl, x2 . . . .  ,x,). Consider the following procedure. 
Procedure sumoutc  (~,x l )  
1. If xl is new regular variable, remove all the factors from ~ that involve the 
deputy ~ of Xl, combine them by ® resulting in, say, f Add the new factor 
fle-x~ to ~.  Endif. 
1-- 
2. Remove from ~ all the factors that involve xl, combine them by using ® 
resulting in, say, g. Add the new factor g to ~.  
3. Return ~.  
Theorem 2. The list of factors returned by sumout  c(~,  xl) & a Q-homogeneous 
factorization of P(x2,... ,xn) = ~x, P(xl,x2,... ,xn). 
7. Modifying clique tree propagation 
Theorem 2 allows one to exploit ICI in many inference algorithms, including 
VE and CTP. This paper shows how CTP can be modified to take advantage of 
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the theorem. The modified algorithm will be referred to as CTPI. As CTP, 
CTPI consists of five steps; namely clique tree construction, clique tree initial- 
ization, evidence absorption, propagation, and posterior probability calcula- 
tion. We shall discuss the steps one by one. Familiarity with CTP is assumed. 
7.1. Clique tree construction 
A clique is simply a subset of nodes. A clique tree is a tree of cliques such that 
if a node appear in two different cliques then it appears in all cliques on the 
path between those two cliques. 
A clique tree for a BN is constructed in two steps; first obtain an undirected 
graph and then build a clique tree for the undirected graph. CTPI and CTP dif- 
fer only in the first step. CTP obtains an undirected graph by marrying the par- 
ents of each node (i.e. by adding edges between the parents o that they are 
pairwise connected) and then drop directions on all arcs. The resulting undi- 
rected graph is called a moral graph of the BN. 
In CTPI, only the parents of regular nodes (representing old regular vari- 
ables) are married. The parents of convergent nodes (representing new regular 
variables) are not married. The clique tree constructed in CTPI has the follow- 
ing properties: (1) for any regular node there is a clique that contain the node as 
well as all its parents and (2) for any convergent node e and each of its parents 
x there is a clique that contains both e and x. 
7.2. Clique tree initialization 
CTPI initializes a clique tree as follows: 
1. For each regular node, find one clique that contains the node as well as all its 
parents and attach the conditional probability of the node to that clique. 
2. For each convergent node e 
2.1. If there is a clique that contains the node and all its parents, regard e as 
a regular node and proceed as in step 1. 
2.2. Otherwise for each parent x of e, let f (x,  e) be the contributing factor 
of x to e. Find one clique that contains both e and x, attached to that 
clique the factor f (x,  d), where e' is the deputy of e. 
After initialization, a clique is associated with a list (possibly empty) of fac- 
tors. 
A couple of notes are in order. Factorizing the conditional probability table 
of a convergent variable  into smaller pieces can bring about gains in inference 
efficiency because the smaller pieces can be combined with other factors before 
being combined with themselves, resulting in smaller intermediate factors. If 
there is a clique that contains e and all its parents, then all the smaller pieces 
are combined at the same time when processing the clique. In such a case, we 
are better off to regard e as a regular node (representing an old regular variable). 
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Secondly, in CTP all factors associated with a clique are combined at initial- 
ization and the resulting factor still involves only those variables in the clique. 
It is not advisable to do the same in CTPI because the factors involve not only 
variables in the clique but also deputies of new regular variables in the clique. 
Combining them all right away can create an unnecessarily arge factor and 
leads to inefficiency. Experiments have confirmed this intuition. 
On the other hand, if all variables that appear in one factor f in  the list also 
appear in another factor g in the list, it does not increase complexity to com- 
bine f and g. Thus we can reduce the list by carrying out such combinations. 
Thereafter, we keep the reduced list of factors and combine a factor with others 
only when we have to. 
Since ® is commutative and associative, the factors associated the cliques 
constitute a ®-homogeneous factorization of the joint probability entailed by 
the BN. 
7.3. Evidence absorption 
Suppose a variable x is observed to take value ~. Let L=~ (x) be the function 
that takes value 1 when x = ~ and 0 otherwise. CTPI absorbs the piece of ev- 
idence that x= ~ as follows: find all factors that involve x and multiply 
Xx=,(x) to those factors. 
Let Xm+1,...,Xn be all the observed variables and ~m+l,...,~n be their 
observed values. Let x l , . . .  ,x,, be all unobserved variables. After evidence 
absorption, the factors associated with the cliques constitute a @-homo- 
geneous factorization of joint potential P(Xl,...,Xm,Xm+~ = ~,,+1,...,xn = ~n) 
ofxl ,  • • • ,Xm. 
7.4. Clique tree propagation 
Just as in CTP, propagation i CTPI is done in two sweeps. In the first sweep 
messages are passed from the leaf cliques towards a pivot clique and in the sec- 
ond sweep messages are passed from the pivot clique towards the leaf cliques. 
Unlike in CTP where messages passed between eighboring cliques are factors, 
in CTPI messages passed between eighboring cliques are lists of factors. 
Let C and C' be two neighboring cliques. Messages can be passed from C to 
C' when C has received messages from all the other neighbors. Suppose 
x l , . . . ,  xt are all the variables in C\C. Let ~ be the list of the factors associated 
with C and the factors sent to C from all other neighbors of C. Messages are 
passed from C to C' by using the following subroutine. 
Procedure sendMessage(C ,  ') 
1. For i=  1 to l, ~ = sumoutc(~-,Xg), Endfor. 
2. Reduce the list ~ of factors and send the reduced list to C'. 
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7. 5. Posterior probabilities 
Theorem 3. Let C be a clique and let x l , . . .  ,xt be all unobserved variables in C. 
Then the factors associated with C and the factors sent to C from all its neighbors 
constitute a Q-homogeneous factorization of  P (x l , . . .  ,xt,Xm+l -=- am+l,... ,Xn 
: O~n). 
Because of Theorem 3, the posterior probability of any unobserved variable 
x can be obtained as follows: 
Procedure getProb(x)  
1. Find a clique C that contains x. (Let x2,. . . ,  xt be all other variables in C. Let 
~- be the list of the factors associated with C and the factors sent to C from 
all its neighbors.) 
2. For i=2  to/ ,  ~ = 8umoute(~,x i ) ,  Endfor. 
3. Combine all factors in ~.  Let f be the resulting factor. 
4. If x is a new regular variable return fb=x/~x fb=x. 
5. Else return f~  ~x f . 
8. An example 
A clique tree for the BN in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2. After initialization, the 
lists of factors associated with the cliques are as follows: 
Ii t t = {P(a)f~, (e,, a), f2~ (e2, a)}, 
12 = {P(b)fl2(e' 1 , b),f22(e' 2,b)}, 
13 = {P(c)f13(e'l, c),f23(e~, c)}, 
14 = {P(e31el, e2)}. 
Several factors are combined ue to factor list reduction and combination 
of factors reduces to multiplication because they do not share convergent 
variables, also because 3 and all its parents appear in clique 4, its condition- 
al probability is not factorized. It is hence regarded as an old regular vari- 
able. 
Suppose el is observed to take value :¢. Since P(e3tel, e2) is the only factor 
that involves e~, absorbing the piece of evidence changes the list of factors as- 
sociated with clique 4 to the following 
14 = {P(e3[el, e2)Zel=~(el)}. 
Suppose clique 4 is chosen to be the pivot. Then messages are first propagat- 
ed from cliques 1-3 to clique 4 and then from clique 4 to cliques 1-3. The 
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Fig. 2. A clique tree for the BN in Fig. 1. 
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message from clique 1 to clique 4 is obtained by summing out variable a from 
the list Ii of factors. It is the following list of one factor 
{~,~4 (e',, e~)}, 
where/tl_4(e'l, e~) = ~a P(a)fll (e'l, a)fzl (e'z, a). Messages from cliques 2-4 are 
similar. 
To figure out the message from clique 4 to clique 1, we notice that the list of 
factors associated with clique 4 and sent to clique 4 from cliques 2 and 3 is 
{P(e3[el, ez)ze,=,(el), #2~4(e',, e~),/u3_~4 (e'l, e~)). 
The message is obtained by summing out the variable e3 from the list of factors. 
Summing out e3 results in a new factor 
~/(el, e2) ---- ZP(e3[el ,  e2)Ze,=~(el). 
e3 
Hence the message is the following list of factors 
{#2~4 (e'l, e~) ®/~3_4(e'1, e~), ~(el, e2)}, 
where the first two factors are combined ue to factor list reduction. Messages 
from clique 4 to cliques 2 and 3 are similar. 
Consider computing the posterior probability of e3. The only clique where 
we can do this computation is clique 4. The list of factors associated with clique 
4 and factors sent to clique 4 from all its neighbors is 
l e I \ l e !  I ! {P(e3lel e2)Ze,=~(e,), #,_+4(el, 2),/*2-~4( 1, e2),/23~4(e,, ~)}. 
There are two variables to sum out, namely e~ and e2. Assume el is summed out 
before e2. The first step in summing out e' is to eliminate 'l, yielding a new fac- 
tor. 
q51 (e,, e2) = [mu,__+4(e'l, ~2) ® mu2~4(e',, e~2) ® mua.a(e', , e2) ]14 =e ! . 
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Then el itself is summed out, yielding a new factor 
q~2(e2, e2,e3 ) = ~_P(e3 le l ,  e ' ' e2)Xel=ct(el)Ol( 1, e2), 
el 
and then e~ is eliminated, yielding a new factor 
~bs(e2, e3) --- q~2(e2, e~, e3)[ei=e2, 
and then e2 is summed out, yielding a new factor 
q~4(e3) = ~4~3(e2, es). 
e2 
Finally, 
q~4(e3) 
P(e31el = c~) - Se3  qb4(e3) " 
9. Empirical comparisons with other methods 
This section empirically compares CTPI with CTP. We also compare CTPI 
with PD&CTP, the combination of the parent-divorcing transformation [13] 
and CTP, and with TT&CTP, the combination temporal transformation [3] 
and CTP. 
The CPCS networks [18] are used in the comparisons. They are a good test- 
bed for algorithms that exploits ICI since all non-root nodes are convergent. 
The networks vary in the number of nodes, and the average number of parents 
of a node, and the average number of possible values of a node (variable). 
Their specifications are given in the following table. 
Networks NN AN-PN AN-PVN 
Network 1 145 1.14 2.0 
Network 2 145 1.14 2.27 
Network 3 245 1.45 2.0 
Network 4 245 1.45 2.25 
NN is the number of nodes; AN-PN, the average number of parents and AN- 
PVN, the average number of possible values of a node. 
Since clique tree construction and initialization eed to be carried out only 
once for each network, we shall not compare in detail the complexities of algo- 
rithms in those two steps, except saying that they do not differ significantly. 
Computing posterior probabilities after propagation requires very little re- 
sources compared to propagation. We shall concentrate on propagation time. 
In standard CTP, incoming messages of a clique are combined in the prop- 
agation module after message passing. In CTPI, on the other hand, incoming 
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messages are not combined in the propagation module. For fairness of compar- 
ison, the version of CTP we implemented postpones the combination of incom- 
ing messages to the module for computing posterior probabilities. 
Let us define a case  to consist of a list of observed variables and their ob- 
served values. Propagation time and memory consumption varies from case 
to case. In the first three networks, the algorithms were tested using 150 ran- 
domly generated cases consisting of 5, 10 or 15 observed variables. In the 
fourth network, only 15 cases were used due to time constraints. Propagation 
times and maximum memory consumptions across the cases were averaged. 
The statistics are in Fig. 3, where the Y-axes are in logscale. All data were col- 
lected using a SPARC20. 
We see that CTPI is faster than all other algorithms and it uses much less 
memory. In network 4, for instance, CTPI is about five times faster than 
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CTP, three times faster than TT&CTP, and 3.5 times faster than PD&CTP. On 
average it requires 7 MB memory, while CTP requires 15 MB, TT&CTP re- 
quires 22 MB, and PD&CTP requires 17 MB. 
The networks used in our experiments are quite simple in the sense that the 
nodes have an average number of less than 1.5 parents. As a consequence, 
gains due to exploitation of ICI and the differences among the different ways 
of exploiting ICI are not very significant. Zhang and Poole [23] have reported 
experiments on more complex versions of the CPCS networks with combina- 
tions of the VE algorithm and methods for exploiting ICI. Gains due to exploi- 
tation of ICI and the differences among the different ways of exploiting ICI are 
much larger. Unfortunately, none of the combinations of CTP and methods 
for exploiting ICI was able to deal with those more complex network; they 
all ran out memory when initializing clique trees. 
The method of exploiting ICI described in this paper is more efficient han 
previous method because itdirectly takes advantage ofthe fact that ICI implies 
conditional probability factorization, while previous methods make use of im- 
plications of the fact. 
I0. Conclusions 
We have proposed a method for exploiting ICI in CTP. The method has 
been empirically shown to be more efficient than the combination of CTP 
and the network simplification methods for exploiting ICI. Theoretical under- 
pinnings for the method have their roots in [23] and are significantly simplified 
due to a deeper understanding of ICI. 
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